Studying the drainage periods for agricultural fields with data mining: La Jaillière case study
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The identification of intensive drainage periods is important for determining mitigation strategies for
protecting water against pollution with plant protection products. Most attempts to estimate the start,
duration and the end of a drainage period are based either on mechanistic modeling approach or on
empirical knowledge about tile drainage. The mechanistic modeling requires many parameters, while the
empirical approach does not allow for making simulations and predictions needed for proposing reliable
mitigation measures. In order to complement these two approaches, we have used a data mining
approach on data from 25 (1987-2011) agricultural seasons (campaigns) from the experimental station La
Jaillière, France. The models for estimating the start and the end of the intensive drainage periods for a
particular campaign have the form of decision trees and tell us which factors influence these dates the
most. The start of a drainage period depends mostly on the cumulative drainage and the cumulative
rainfall since the beginning of the campaign and the average air temperature of the last seven days. For
estimating the end of a drainage period, the most important variables are the cumulative rainfall of the last
seven days and the average air temperature of the following seven days.
The obtained models for estimating the start and the end of a drainage period could be used not just to
estimate the daily status of the drainage regime on a particular field (e.g., presence or absence of
drainage), but they can also be used to predict the drainage status of the field for a time period covered
with reliable weather forecasts. Using information from weather forecasts to run simulations on models for
the beginning of a drainage period (or the end, depending on the decision at hand) would make it easier
for farmers and policy makers to take into account the drainage period when deciding to apply plant
protection products in the field. Thus, our data mining models, built from measured data, bring decision
making flexibility to their users, because they can be used either for ex-ante or ex-post analysis. The
combination of both types of analysis presents a very simple decision support system, which significantly
increases the certainty and flexibility of management decisions taken by advisors and farmers in the La
Jaillière area (ARVALIS) or in other places with the same field and crop management properties.

